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RESULTS

Thematic Analysis: Art therapy masks were coded by three independent coders for 23
individual themes based on themes identified in [1]. Presence or absence of each theme
was determined from review of mask image and clinical notes. This analysis includes only
the results for the theme of psychological closure and/or healing.

Neuroimaging: 
• High resolution 3D T1-weighted anatomical and resting state functional MRI were 

obtained during the 2nd week of the IOP
• Standard preprocessing was completed with SPM12 [9] and functional  connectivity 

analysis was analyzed using the CONN Functional Connectivity Toolbox [10].
• Analysis focused on the following brain regions: 

 Default Mode network (DMN)
 Dorsal Attention Network (DAN)
 Amygdala
 Hippocampus

• Functional Connectivity Analysis
1. Whole Brain Functional Connectivity Analysis 
2. Region of Interest (ROI) to ROI

Statistical analysis: Participants were divided into groups based on the presence (Closure
group) or absence (Closure Absent group) of the theme of psychological closure and/or
healing. Group differences in demographics and self-report measures were assessed using
independent samples t-tests or chi-square tests as appropriate.

Figure 1: Example of psychological closure
and/or healing theme. Title: “Out of
Darkness and Despair, A Shimmer of Light” “I
felt a sense of relief and felt like I could move
forward and be at peace with my past.”
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INTRODUCTION
• Military service members (SMs) exposed to combat-related

traumatic events have an increased risk of developing
posttraumatic stress symptoms.

• Traumatic memories are typically encoded on an unconscious level
and are not easily accessible through verbal recall.

• Art therapy is a promising intervention that allows SMs with
posttraumatic stress to explore their trauma through art-making
and reflection in a psychotherapeutic relationship with an art
therapist [1, 2].

Hypothesis: Specific neurobiological markers are associated with the
theme of psychological closure and/or healing of traumatic
memories as represented in the masks created during art therapy.

METHODS
Population: This study includes retrospective data from 113 SMs attending the
NICoE four-week Intensive Outpatient Program (IOP) [3] who participated in
group and individual art therapy sessions, self-report assessments, a traumatic
brain injury history (TBI) assessment, and an advanced MRI scan.

Art Therapy: Art therapy is defined as “an integrative mental health and
human services profession that enriches the lives of individuals, families, and
communities through active art-making, creative process, applied
psychological theory, and human experience within a psychotherapeutic
relationship” [2].

Self-report Assessments:
• Neurobehavioral Symptom Inventory (NSI): Post-concussive symptoms [4,5]
• PTSD Checklist: Military Version (PCL-M): Posttraumatic stress symptoms [6]
• Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD-7): Generalized anxiety symptoms [7]
• Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9): Depression symptoms [8]

Table 1. Demographics. Data from n=9 participants removed due to poor quality of imaging and/or registration.

Demographics

Whole Brain Functional Connectivity

Figure 2. Regions of increased functional connectivity in the Closure group compared to the Closure

Absent group. A. Hippocampus. B. DAN. A cluster-forming threshold was set to an uncorrected voxel

threshold of p < 0.001, and an FDR corrected cluster threshold of p < 0.05. IFG: inferior frontal gyrus; PCG:

postcentral gyrus; OFC: orbitofrontal cortex.

• SMs who depicted the theme of psychological closure and/or healing within
their art therapy masks demonstrated increased functional connectivity
between regions associated with attention (DAN), memory (hippocampus),
language (left inferior frontal gyrus) and pain processing (insula, thalamus,
postcentral gyrus).

Self-report Symptoms

Table 2. Self-report Measures. *Change score = admission score – discharge score.

• No group differences noted in self-reported symptoms

CONCLUSION
Alterations in network functional connectivity measures were
identified for SMs expressing closure and/or healing within masks
created during art therapy.

LIMITATIONS
• Variable participation in art therapy sessions
• Data collected as part of larger integrative IOP and therefore

additional healing and/or closure may have been achieved by
SMs through other aspects of the program that would not be
captured in the thematic coding of art therapy masks

• Time frame of data collected

FUTURE DIRECTIONS
Future work investigating the direct impact of art therapy and
associations of thematic representations within art therapy products
on symptom presentation is needed to more accurately investigate
the causal impact.
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ROI to ROI Functional Connectivity

Figure 3. Functional connectivity matrices representing pairwise correlations between all ROIs in
the DAN, DMN, Hippocampus and Amygdala. Hipp: hippocampus; Amyg: amygdala; FEF: frontal
eye fields; IPS: intraparietal sulcus; MPFC: medial prefrontal cortex; LP: PCC: posterior cingulate
cortex; LP: lateral parietal cortex; -R: right; -L: left.

• No differences in ROI to ROI functional connectivity


